
Preface

The goal of this book is to explain, at the graduate student level, connec-
tions between tropical geometry and optimization. Tropical geometry is the
geometry over the semiring (R,min,+). Its key objects, tropical hypersur-
faces and more general tropical varieties, admit polyhedral descriptions, i.e.,
in terms of finitely many ordinary linear inequalities and equations. This
allows us to approach tropical geometry through geometric combinatorics,
and this is what we call tropical combinatorics.

Building bridges between optimization and tropical geometry is fruitful
in two ways. Through tropical geometry, optimization algorithms become
applicable to questions in algebraic geometry. Conversely, looking at topics
in optimization through the tropical geometry lens adds an additional layer
of structure to known optimization problems. The main prerequisite for
the reader is a working knowledge in polytope theory as contained in the
first few chapters in the books by Grünbaum [Grü03] or Ziegler [Zie95].
For convenience, a terse summary is given in Appendix A. Due to the
tremendous growth of tropical geometry it is impossible to cover all aspects.
The strategy chosen here is to stay close to polyhedral geometry; this entails
that some proofs of algebraic results are replaced by references.

Despite its rather young age, tropical geometry already has a rich his-
tory, as it unifies techniques from several directions. Early contributions,
which established tropical geometry as a field, include work of Einsiedler,
Kapranov, and Lind [EKL06] on non-Archimedean amoebas and Mikhal-
kin’s enumerative results on plane algebraic curves [Mik05]. A main source
of inspiration for this book, however, is the approach to algebraic geometry
via polyhedral geometry as expressed in the books by Gel′fand, Kapranov,
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and Zelevinsky [GKZ08] and Sturmfels [Stu96]. The first reference to trop-
ical geometry from this perspective is Sturmfels [Stu02, Chapter 9], quickly
followed by the landmark paper of Speyer and Sturmfels on tropical Grass-
mannians [SS04]. Popular introductions to the subject include the book
by Itenberg, Mikhalkin, and Shustin [IMS09] and the survey by Richter-
Gebert, Sturmfels, and Theobald [RGST05], which access the subject from
two different angles. The monograph by Maclagan and Sturmfels [MS15]
is now a standard reference.

Specializing tropical geometry to the tropicalization of linear algebra
leads to the subject of max-plus linear algebra. This field, rooted in opti-
mization, is much older than tropical geometry. It is linked with signal pro-
cessing, functional analysis, and other areas. A text containing the early his-
tory is the monograph by Baccelli, Cohen, Olsder, and Quadrat [BCOQ92].
Further influential contributions in this line of research include work of Litvi-
nov, Maslov, and Shpiz [LMS01], Cohen, Gaubert, and Quadrat [CGQ04],
and Butkovič [But10]. For a recent survey see Akian, Bapat, and Gaubert
[ABG14].

As its inhabitants know well, the world of tropical geometry is divided
between the “min” and “max” conventions. Here we follow a somewhat
mixed approach, which needs a word of justification. First of all, some-
times it is beneficial to look into “min” and “max” together. Perhaps the
most prominent example is that min-tropical convexity is most naturally
described in terms of an arrangement of max-tropical hyperplanes, or con-
versely. But the reader will also find other examples in this book. An-
other aspect is that the various roots of tropical geometry naturally lead
to opposite conventions: For tropical algebraic geometry non-Archimedean
valuations on fields play a key role, with Puiseux series as the prime ex-
ample. In their classical form Puiseux series depend on a formal parameter
which may be seen as an infinitesimal, and this leads to the min-convention.
Yet this has the drawback that the ordering gets reversed when we look at
the ordered field of real Puiseux series. This is one reason why many con-
nections between tropical geometry and optimization are naturally studied
via the max-convention. I chose to be guided by the paradigm of tropical
convexity, which relates (min,+)-tropical polytopes with (max,+)-tropical
hyperplane arrangements. Consequently, in this book tropical point config-
urations, tropical polynomials, tropical hypersurfaces, and such are usually
studied via “min”. When it comes to describing tropical hyperplane arrange-
ments and tropical linear optimization we switch to “max” as the default.

Using this book for teaching. This book grew out of courses given at
TU Berlin and elsewhere. The chapters are organized into sections which
are meant to be read sequentially. Yet some material may also be skipped
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on first reading or in a course which is too short to cover everything. For
instance, a course of two hours a week for 15 weeks, with a focus on the
relationship to optimization, could follow the path: Chapter 1 (omitting
Section 1.6), Sections 2.1 and 2.2, Chapter 3, Chapter 5, Sections 6.1 through
6.3, Chapter 7, and Chapter 8.

Organization of the book. Each chapter ends with two special sections
containing problems and remarks. The problems come in three flavors. The
first type is comprised of standard exercises intended to help the reader get
acquainted with the subject. The second type comes with hints in Appen-
dix D; these problems are marked with “◦”. They are selected because often
they are related to proofs of lemmas or particularly relevant examples that
are used later in the text. The third kind, marked with “•”, are research
problems and open questions. References to the literature or historical ex-
planations are usually collected as remarks at the very end of each chapter.
Occasionally, we skip a proof of a result which we consider outside the scope
of this book, despite its relevance for tropical geometry. In those cases, a
textbook reference is given instantly; an example is the Newton–Puiseux
Theorem, Theorem 2.1. Some specific examples are copied from the litera-
ture, always with an exact reference, usually in the remarks following each
chapter. This is meant to ease further reading of the original texts, which
often study additional aspects beyond the scope of this book. For instance,
Example 4.34 originates from an article of Tran and Yu [TY19, Example 3].

There are four appendices. The first two, A on “Geometric Combina-
torics” and B for “Computational Complexity”, collect material that is more
or less taken for granted throughout the book. While they cannot replace
textbooks on their respective subjects, some readers may find the reminders
convenient. Appendix C is very different. It comprises explicit computations
with the software system polymake [GJ00,HJ17], covering large portions
of the book. Looking it up frequently and experimenting with the software
may be an additional help. The final appendix, Appendix D, contains hints
to the problems marked “◦”.
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